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Fastest growing population in 

our country:

4

Homeless

a. millions

b. thousands

c. hundreds

1. Children raised in poverty are exposed 

to fewer words by the

5

True 

or 

False? 

2. Income level impacts a student’s 

cognitive function.

6
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a. Minimal 

b. Moderate

c. Severe

3. At what level can the chronic stress 

associated with poverty have an effect on 

brain architecture?

7

a. That's the truth 

b. Some truth, but not all 

c. Mostly untrue 

4. ELL’s often have a triple jeopardy –

language barrier to learning, history of 

poverty, learning disabilities

8

5. There are activities (computer games, 

classroom routines, etc.) that can impact 

some effects of poverty.

9

True 

or 

False? 
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New research trends 2016-2017

• New research on brain organization and 

processing

• New research on brain maturation

– What is happening to set up the brain in the 

early years for later academic success

– Factors that affect maturation

– Ways to mitigate interference

Brain Science 101 – updated January 
2017

• Brains build like school districts 

ad companies do: they 

reorganize as they expand

• Brain areas we used to 

consider emotional, such as 

the regions of the “limbic 

system,” are now known to be 

major hubs for general 

communication throughout the 

brain – so managing motivation 

and reinforcement is essential 

– that’s what drives the hubs to 

form

The Brain Processes Information 
in Networks 

“Houses 

with 

families” 

(Ex.:  

processing 

speed 

perception)

Nodes

http://www.jneurosci.org/content/33/36/14489
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Edges

“Suburbs” 

(e.g., verb 

tenses or 

prefixes

Modules

“Neighborhoods” 

like perception of 

/ba/ or /da/

Processing Information Networks 

Hubs make for easy access – rapid 

travel - from any neighborhood

Rich clubs form for highest traffic patterns

“Hey Mom – I got 

an ‘A’ in Reading!”

VandenHeuvelandSporns•Structural-Functional Networks in Human Cortex 

J.Neurosci.,September 4,2013 • 33(36):14489–14500 
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How do the towns and cities get built?

• 1. Proliferation –
neighborhood and 
suburb building
– Synaptogenesis

(neighborhoods 
connected by yards) and 
axon development 
(access roads)

• 2. Pruning – clearing 
out the trees, unpaved 
roads, old unused 
houses, and other 
barriers to development
– Competitive elimination 

Zhang, Bao & 

Merzenich, 

Nature 

Neuroscience, 

2001

How do the towns and cities get built?

• 3. Consolidation –

hubs form that 

interconnect high 

volume areas for

– Easy, rapid access

– Dominant modes of 

transportation (subway 

systems, airlines, 

interstate highway 

access points)

THE READING 

NETWORK 
DeHaene, et al. 2015

This is a two-way highway – need to exercise it both directions

The building starts just before birth 
but is most profound before 5
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So, the hubs build based on volume 
(think use) – thousands of 

repetitions)

• And are essential for 
much cognition 
besides emotion, 
such as 
– language, 

– stress, 

– and even the 
coordination of the five 
senses into a cohesive 
experience.

• And, these brain 
regions have another 
intriguing property:

• When you work 
them you tend to 
feel:

• tired 

• stymied 

• frustrated

This is one reason babies 
sleep a great deal 

• And probably part of the reason they throw 
temper tantrums when they are little

• But once the networks start to develop – they 
have easier information access
– Frustration decreases

– Use of the mature systems is less effortful

• In neurodevelopmental disorders like autism 
spectrum disorders or dyslexia neuroplasticity 
of some cognitive systems are decreased
– So effective and efficient networks don’t mature

– Hence processing remains slow and frustrating

THE IMPACT OF LANGUAGE 

21
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Language Experiences

Meaningful Differences in the Everyday Experience of Young American Children 

by Betty Hart & Todd R. Risley.  Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co. (1995).

12                   24                   36                  48

(Age Child in Months)
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Language Experiences by Group

2003 Longitudinal Study

24

Hart & Risley, 2003
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The Effects of Weaknesses in Oral Language on 
Reading Growth (Hirsch, 1996)

100

milliseconds

Small Changes in Timing

…Big Changes in Meaning

?

?

The Speed of Sound Syllable-initial ‘d’ vs ‘g’

dee  dih deh dah  doe  due

gee    gih geh gah go    gue
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Try taking vowels dee and gee….

d   d  d     d        d   d ??

g       g   g       g     g       g ??

WHY DOES THIS HAPPEN?

29

Family income, parental education and brain 
structure in children and adolescents 
Noble, et. al. Nature Neuroscience 30 March 2015

• Among children from lower 

income families, 

– small differences in income 

were associated with relatively 

large differences in surface 

brain area

• Among children from higher 

income families, similar 

income increments were 

associated with smaller 

differences in surface area. 
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Brain Structure and Poverty 
(Noble et al, 2015)

Brain structure and income 

level relationships were 

most prominent in regions 

supporting

• language 

• reading, 

• executive functions 

• spatial skills

Noble et al 2015 Conclusion

• This research implies 

that income relates 

most strongly to brain 

structure among the 

most disadvantaged 

children.

Reuters Health
Jul 20, 2015

• Effect of poverty on 
brains may explain poor 
kids' lower test scores

• 20 percent of the gap in 
test scores between 
poor children and 
middle-class children 
may be a result of poor 
brain development in 
the frontal and temporal 
lobes Pollak, S., et al. (2015) JAMA 

Pediatrics 
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Romanian Orphans

Normal Brain and the 
Romanian Orphan Brain at 3

Compared with healthy neurons, stressed 

neurons handle less blood flow, process 

less oxygen, generate weaker signals and 

extend fewer connective branches to 

nearby cells.

Unpredictable stressors severely              

impair the brain’s capacity to                

learn and remember.

Children in Stressful Environments
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Tolerable Stress 

• Has the potential to 
negatively affect the 
architecture of the 
developing brain 

• But, if occurring over 
limited time periods 
– Allows for the brain to 

recover and thereby reverse 
potentially harmful effects 

– Always in the context of 
ongoing, supportive 
relationships with adults

Toxic Stress

• Strong, frequent, or 
prolonged activation of the 
body’s stress management 
system. 
– Stressful events that are 

chronic, uncontrollable, 
and/or experienced without 
children having access to 
support from caring adults

• For example, severe, 
chronic abuse, especially 
during early, sensitive 
periods of brain 
development

Effects on Brain Development

• The neural circuits for 
dealing with stress are 
particularly malleable (or 
“plastic”) during the fetal 
and early childhood periods 
– the regions of the brain 

involved in fear, anxiety, and 
impulsive responses may 
overproduce neural 
connections

– those regions dedicated to 
reasoning, planning, and 
behavioral control may 
produce fewer neural 
connections 
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Damage to health and well-being

• Extreme exposure to 
toxic stress  changes 
the stress response 
system 
– Responds at lower 

thresholds to events that 
might not be stressful to 
others,

– Activates more frequently 
and for longer periods 
than is necessary, like 
revving a car engine for 
hours every day. 

This wear and tear 

increases the risk of 

stress-related                  

physical and mental 

illness later in life

Effects on School Performance

Chronic Stress:

• Linked to over 50% of all absences

• Impairs attention and concentration

• Reduces cognition, creativity and memory

• Diminishes social skills and judgment

• Reduces motivation, determination and effort

• Increases the likelihood of depression

• Reduces neurogenesis (growth of new brain cells)

MOVING FROM WHY TO WHAT 
AND HOW

Neuroscience and the Future of Early Childhood Policy

42
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Finding Solutions

• Positive experiences after infancy have been shown to 

compensate to some degree for the negative 

behavioral consequences 

– Being exposed to an environment rich in 

opportunities for exploration and social play,

– Caring and positive relationships with adults

• Computer activities designed to target the skills that 

are impacted can turn around some effects of poverty

The Role of Neuroscience Technology

• Well designed 

neuroscience-based 

technology builds the 

underlying capacities 

that are reduced in 

some children of 

poverty or with 

learning issues 

44

Executive Function Cognitive Skills+

Attentional Control 

Working Memory

• follow classroom rules

• regulate affect

• sit still, and 

• learn on-demand through listening and 

watching

Promote the capacity to:

Life Skills (Executive Function) Skills 

McClelland et al., 2007
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Brain Fitness: Word List Challenge

pillepicrosekindmooseunlikelysipdistrictdirectsoapweathervanestatuemistakenaturalphoto

Now write down as 
many words as you can 

recall. You have one 
minute.

Click to begin

How Efficient is Your Brain?

• direct

• soap 

• weathervane

• statue

• mistake

• natural 

• photo

• pill

• epic

• rose

• kind

• moose

• unlikely

• sip

• district

How Fit is Your Brain?

• Average 20 year old recalls 7 words

• Average 80 year old recalls 4 words
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Illustration:  Brain Processing

Read the color

Say the color

Illustration:  Brain Processing

Building Capacity

Instead of trying to make kids “smarter” by 

trying to stuff more curriculum into their brains, 

we need to build capacity.  

“Without improving students’ brains’ capacity 

to process incoming data, student achievement 

will stagnate.”

Jensen, 2009   
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Cemetery Teaching Method

Keep kids as quiet as possible and 

line them up in rows…

52

Cemetery Teaching Method

Switch to Starbucks!

53

Start with a large, open area for whole group 

instruction and five remaining tables, each 

designed with a specific purpose:

• a small group instruction whiteboard table 

with stools

• a stand-and-work table with no chairs

• a crate seats table

• a sit-on-the-floor area with core disks or 

pillows and work table 

• a stability ball chairs table

54
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Innovation

The effects of chronic stress and poverty have a great 

influence on a student's chance to be motivated and to 

ultimately succeed.

• Opportunities to play and socialize within a safe and 

secure climate and environment promote a 

student's motivation.

• A growth mindset and the ability to persevere when 

faced with setbacks are skills that can be developed 

with practice and opportunities to make mistakes.

56

• Relevant real-world projects and problems that 

demand imagination, creativity, problem solving, 

and communication skills (i.e., 21st century skills) 

can be highly motivating to students at any age.

• Opportunities to play, create, and work with peers 

are successful instructional strategies and 

motivators at any grade level, and shouldn't be 

dismissed in secondary and higher education 

settings.

• Integrating the routine use of age-appropriate 

current technology is imperative to inspire student 

motivation.

57
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Don’t Forget Your Introverts!

58

Introverts Unite –

Alone in our own homes!

DEVELOPING A GROWTH 
MINDSET

Carol Dweck

59

Fixed Mind-Set

Students who believe intelligence is malleable (growth mind-set) earned 

higher math grades in the fall of 7th grade than those who believe in static 

intelligence (fixed mind-set) even though the groups had equivalent math 

achievement test scores in the sixth grade. 

From Implicit Theories of Intelligence Predict Achievement. LS Blackwell et al., CHILD Devel., 

Vol. 78, No. 1

The Secret to Raising Smart Kids
Carol S. Dweck, Scientific American, 2013

Growth Mind-Set
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Growth Mindset

• When working hard, share data that lets them know that they 

are making growth

– Motivation and growth mindset will increase

• Don’t only focus on student successes

– Failure or challenge - key aspects of learning

• Learn from failure

– What does not work/decide on more efficient and effective 

methods and strategies they can use to develop content and 

language knowledge and skills

– Rubber Duck Debugging

The more explicit we are regarding students' growth over time, 

the more likely they are to connect the work and effort they are 

putting in to their success and achievement.

61

Feedback Language in Success

Instead of: 

• "Good job!" 

• "Nice work!" or 

• "Excellent!"

Try:

• "Your hard work is 

paying off!" 

• "What strategies did 

you use?" or 

• "You kept going even 

when it got 

challenging!"

62

Feedback Language in Failure

Instead of: 

• "Work harder."  

• "Keep trying." 

Try:

• "What part is proving 

difficult?" 

• "Let me try explaining it 

another way" or 

• "I expect you to make 

mistakes; that is part of 

the learning process."

63
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Postable Quotes

• "I've missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I've 

lost almost 300 games. Twenty-six times I've been 

trusted to take the game winning shot and missed. 

I've failed over and over and over again in my life. 

And that is why I succeed." - Michael Jordan

• “Obstacles can't stop you. Problems can't stop you. Most 

important of all, other people can't stop you. Only you 

can stop you.“ - Jeffrey Gitomer, business trainer and 

writer

• “Only he who attempts the absurd is capable of 

achieving the impossible.” - Miguel de Unamuno, 

writer and philosopher

64

• “Develop success from failures. Discouragement 

and failure are two of the surest steppingstones to 

success.“ - Dale Carnegie, writer and motivational 

speaker

• “There are no shortcuts to anyplace worth going.“ -

Beverly Sills, opera singer

• "Nothing is impossible, the word itself says 'I'm 

possible'!" - Audrey Hepburn

• "I am not a product of my circumstances. I am a 

product of my decisions." - Stephen Covey

• "When everything seems to be going against you, 

remember that the airplane takes off against the wind, 

not with it." - Henry Ford

65

Build Stamina

• Try chunking information for specific amounts of time 

• Students who are easily frustrated during instruction 

may need shorter time spans at first to digest complex 

concepts and instruction

– Instruction can be broken up into time frames that are 

manageable, or just beyond what students are able to 

handle in order to build up stamina over time.

• If students have difficulty after 10 minutes of instruction, 

push the instruction to 12 minutes, then to 15, to 20, etc. 

– Communicate to students ahead of time that the work 

they are about to encounter is complex, so they 

understand it will take significant focus for a period of time

– Let them know the growth they are making in stamina

66
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Delivering New Content

• Never use more than 50% of instructional time 

to deliver new content.  

• If you give students at least half the learning 

time  to process the content, they will 

understand and remember it longer.

You can teach faster 

but students will just forget faster.

HARNESSING THE INCREDIBLE 
LEARNING POTENTIAL OF THE 
ADOLESCENT BRAIN 

KQED News MindShift May 2016

68

Adolescent Brain

• Extremely sensitive to experience

– They remember even mundane events 

much better 

– Super sensitive recording device

• Could be very important window for 

learning that sticks

– Generally between ages 10-25

69
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Malleable Developing Brains

Maximize opportunity to make a lasting 

impact because if you don’t something 

else will:

• Anxiety disorders at record levels

• Vulnerable to wrong influences

– Substance abuse - 10x worse

– Different level of craving 

• Stress takes years off teen lives

70

Importance of Challenge

• Without challenge, we:

– Hinder academic development (boredom; 

lack of effort needed)

– Aren’t taking advantage of plastic prefrontal 

cortex 

• strengthened by challenge and novelty

Challenge can develop advanced thinking 

along with self-regulation

71

Motivating Brain Activation

• To engage the prefrontal cortex, ask for 

a prediction.  That makes you invested 

in the activity and you want to know the 

answer.

– Example: Would you rather have 1 cent 

doubled every day for 30 days or 

$100,000?

72
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Scaffolding

• Students below grade level?

– Make catching up challenging and 

interesting

• Consistently provide work that is slightly 

more challenging to keep them engaged

– Too easy, they disengage and become 

frustrated

– Team work

Don’t confuse ‘challenging work’            

with ‘amount of work’
73

Using Neuroscience

• Develop lessons that challenge, engage 

and satisfy the search for novelty

– Could be some of the most meaningful 

experiences

– Otherwise, kids will tune out and seek 

pleasure in risky places

74
Secrets of the Teenage Brain; Sheryl Feinstein

Target Prefrontal Cortex

• Mindfulness/Self regulation (reduce 

poverty)

Delayed gratification

75
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Target Prefrontal Cortex

• Mindfulness/Self Regulation

– Reduce poverty

• Self Regulation

– Four Things for a Good Life:

• graduate high school

• don’t have a child until being married 

• don’t get in trouble with the law and 

• don’t be idle.

76

BOOSTING ESSENTIAL 
SKILLS

Learn 8 Ways to Boost Your Child’s Working Memory

77

Core Skills

• Attention and focus 

• Short and long-term memory

• Sequencing and processing skills

• Problem-solving skills

• Perseverance and ability to apply skills long term

• Social Skills

• Hopefulness and self-esteem

Eric Jensen, 2009
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Boosting Memory

1. Work on visualization skills

• Encourage the child to create a picture in his 

mind of what he’s just read or heard. 

– For example, if you’ve told him to divide 10 pieces 

of candy among five other students, ask him to 

come up with a mental picture of what that should 

look like. 

– Then have him draw that picture. 

– As he gets better at visualizing, he can describe 

the image to you instead of needing to draw it.

79

2. Have the child teach you

• Being able to explain how to do something 

involves making sense of information and 

mentally filing it. 

– If the child is learning a skill, ask him to teach it to 

you. 

• Teachers do this by pairing up students in class. 

• This lets them start working with the information 

right away rather than waiting to have their 

names called.

80

3. Suggest games that use visual memory.

• There are lots of matching games that can 

help the child work on visual memory. 

• You can also do things like give the child a 

magazine page and ask him to circle all 

instances of the word the or the letter a in one 

minute. 

• You can also turn license plates into a game. 

– Take turns reciting the letters and numbers on a 

license plate and then saying them backwards, 

too.

81
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4. Play cards.

• Simple card games like Crazy Eights, Uno, 

Go Fish and War can improve working 

memory in two ways. 

– The child has to keep the rules of the game in 

mind. 

• But he also has to remember what cards he has 

and which ones other people have played.

82

5. Encourage active reading

• There’s a reason highlighters and sticky notes 

are so popular! 

– Jotting down notes and underlining or highlighting 

text can help kids keep the information in mind 

long enough to answer questions about it. 

• Talking out loud and asking questions about 

the reading material can also help with this. 

• Active reading strategies can help with 

forming long-term memories too.

83

6. Chunk information into smaller bites.

• Ever wonder why phone numbers and social 

security numbers have hyphens in them? 

– Because it’s easier to remember a few small 

groups of numbers than it is to remember one long 

string of numbers. 

• Keep this in mind when you need to give 

children multi-step directions. 

• Write them down or give them one at a time. 

• You can also use graphic organizers to help 

break writing assignments into smaller pieces.

84
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7. Make it multisensory.

• Processing information in as many ways as 

possible can help with working memory and 

long-term memory. 

– Write tasks down so children can look at them. 

– Say them out loud so your child can hear them. 

– Toss a ball back and forth while you discuss the 

tasks your child needs to complete. 

• Using multisensory strategies can help 

children keep information in mind long enough 

to use it.

86

8. Help make connections

• Help children form associations that connect 

the different details they’re trying to 

remember. 

– Grab interest with fun mnemonics like Roy G. Biv. 

(Thinking about this name can help kids remember 

the order of the colors in the rainbow.) 

– Finding ways to connect information helps with 

forming and retrieving long-term memory. 

– It also helps with working memory, which is what 

we use to hold and compare new and old 

memories.

87
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BUILDING VOCABULARY
General Ed, ELL, Special Ed

88

Vocabulary Development

• Conventional methods – often less effective

– Dictionary/thesaurus

– Encounter more words they don’t know

• Struggling students are not likely to learn new words 

solely through interacting with text. (Beck)

• Words are best learned in context, through semantic 

mapping, and in relationship to other words. 

(Sternberg)

• Words that provide an emotional connection are the 

most easily learned and remembered. (Sylwester)

• Pairing words with actions is one of the most effective 

ways to teach new words. (Blaydes)

89

Second Language Learners
Texas Reading Initiative (2002)

• In grades K-2, regular education students learn 800+ 

new words each year, about 2 per day.

– From 3rd grade onward these same students learn 

about 3,000 words each year, or 6-8 per day.

• In order to succeed, ELL students need to learn 2,000 

new words in English per year in grades K-2, 

approximately 5-7 per day

– and from 3rd grade onward, approximately 8-12 

per day, or 4,000 per year.

90
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Restricted Code

• Students who have a low level of oral language will 

not enjoy the same academic success as those who 

have mastered grade-level vocabulary.

• Create strategies and semantic maps to teach 

vocabulary in such a way that rapid English 

acquisition can take place. 

• Teachers report that using these same strategies and 

scaffolds with regular education students have 

produced remarkable growth in student vocabulary 

mastery and retention. 

• Determine which strategies to use for each word to 

maximize their vocabulary teaching success.

91

92

Puzzling for Learning
Debra Josephson Abrams

• Word of the Day

– wordsmith.org

• Want more rigor?

– Search – ‘There’s a word for it’

– Or go to Learnenglishtoday.com and select New 

English Words

– Analyze words and create new words of their own

93

http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/content/puzzling-for-learning-

create-a-word-for-it/education

http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/content/puzzling-for-learning-create-a-word-for-it/education
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BOTTOM LINE…

94

Less likely to have crucial needs met

• Deficits in basic needs inhibit:

– Production of new brain cells

– Alter the path of maturation

– Rework healthy neural circuitry in brains

– Undermine emotional and social development

Children Raised in Poverty

Create Safe Classrooms

• Help children identify their emotions; regroup

• Create clear and consistent boundaries with 

positive reinforcement for baby steps

• Turn on good brain development with the right 

support at the right time

• Mitigate and even reverse effects of toxic stress 

with the healing power of a caring, consistent 

adult

96
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Education is the only 

profession whose 

job is to change 

the human brain . . .EVERY DAY.

Students Respond to:

• Firmness – organization with clear goals

• Compassion – identification and empathy

• Challenge – expectations to learn

• Patience – willingness to help those who 

‘don’t get it’

98

Real teaching is not in the lesson or the 

test, it is in the feedback you give and the 

revisions they make in learning.

99

Eric Jensen, Ph.D.
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